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Aggregation, Operator Overloading and Templates 
 
This project will simulate the operation of a simple binary (base 2) calculator that interprets postfix arithmetic expressions.  
We will provide some design discussion, but the delegation of responsibilities is largely up to you.   Note that does not mean 
that all designs are equally good, or that we will not evaluate your decisions. 
 
The program will consist largely of a calculator class and a (possibly procedural) controller that will emulate the behavior of 
a human user entering values and pressing operation keys. 
 
  
Controller: 
 
The controller will drive the calculator by entering (passing) operands and operations to it.  As with the previous project, the 
controller will receive the instructions it will pass to the calculator from a script file.  The script file format is specified 
below.  Each instruction will be echoed to a log file, along with relevant output.  This is described in more detail in the log 
file section below.  
 
The controller is not required to be an instance of a class.  However, the controller must use a helper class that returns the 
next expression from the script file on demand.  The helper class will encapsulate the logic relevant to the formatting of the 
script file, such as stripping out comment lines.  The controller will be responsible for parsing postfix expressions. 
 
 
Binary Calculator: 
 
The calculator will allow the controller to enter either operands or operations, just as a human user of a calculator can enter 
numbers or press operation keys.  Operands will be non-negative binary numbers.  Required operations are +, *, and =.  
You may find some supplemental operations, such as binary shifts and clear to be useful as well. 
 
The calculator is required only to process non-negative binary operands.  The operands must not be converted and stored 
internally in some other base. 
 
The calculator's internal logic will interpret postfix expressions.  In postfix notation the operator symbol follows the 
operands to which it applies: 
 

101 100 + 1101 *    means (101 + 100)*1101 in infix notation 
  
There is a brief tutorial on evaluation of postfix expressions later in this specification. 
 
The controller will interact with the calculator's interface to enter postfix expressions like the one given above.  The 
calculator will store operands and perform operations.  In order to do this, the calculator must contain a stack to store 
operands.  (It is not logically necessary for the calculator to store operations.) 
 
The effects of the + and * operations should be clear.  The = operation causes the calculator to return the cumulative value 
of the postfix expression that has been entered so far and to clear the internal state of the calculator. 
 
The calculator must be designed to detect an invalid postfix expression.  In that event, the calculator should provide a useful 
error indication and clear its internal state. 
 
 
Binary Numbers: 
 
Binary numbers are an integral part of this project and certainly qualify as a data type, so it is natural to implement a class to 
represent them.  There is no stated upper bound on the value of binary operands for this project, so the type must support 
arbitrarily large binary numbers.  Clearly the type should overload the relevant arithmetic operations.  It would also be a 
good thing to overload stream insertion, and possibly extraction. 
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Given how binary arithmetic is performed, bits are normally processed from right to left (or least significant to most 
significant).  It is, therefore, natural to store the bits on a stack.  In fact, that is a requirement for this project; so each binary 
number object will encapsulate a stack object that stores the individual bits of the represented number.  The bits may just be 
represented as integer values 0 and 1. 
 
Binary addition is precisely like addition of base 10 numbers, proceeding bit-by-bit from least to most significant, with a 
carry value (of 0 or 1) at each stage: 

1 1 1 1 carries
1 1 0 1

1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 sum

 
Multiplication can be implemented as iterated addition; e.g., computing the product 13*7 by adding up 7 copies of 13.  
However, that is extremely inefficient if the multipliers are large.  Binary multiplication should be implemented in a manner 
analogous to base 10 multiplication: 

1 0 1 1 0 1 M1
1 0 1 1 M2

1 0 1 1 0 1 1st bit of M2 times M1
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 2nd bit of M2 times shifted M1

0 3rd bit of M2 times shifted M1
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 4th bit of M2 times shifted M1

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Sum of partial products
 
Two observations.  Multiplying M1 by a bit yields a partial product of either 0 or M1.  Each step involves shifting M1 zero 
or more positions to the left, depending on which bit of M2 is being considered. 
 
  
Stack Template: 
 
You must implement a stack for this project.  The implementation should conform to the customary stack interface, 
supporting push and pop operations but not more general insert or delete operations other than an optional clear operation. 
 
The stack must be a template.  In order to receive full credit, the underlying physical structure must be a dynamic list of 
linked nodes (which will themselves be templated).  There will be a deduction for using a dynamically resizing array and a 
larger deduction for using a statically sized array.  However, to give students who take the "low road" a fair target, we will 
guarantee that no binary operands used in testing will contain more than 48 bits. 
 
The stack template should be used in two different ways in this assignment.  The calculator will contain a stack of binary 
number objects and each binary number object will contain a stack of bits. 
 
 
Evaluating Postfix Expressions 
 
A postfix expression is naturally evaluated using a stack to store the operands.  When an operand is received, it is pushed 
onto the stack.  When an operator is received, the necessary operands are popped from the stack, the operation is performed, 
and the result is pushed back onto the stack.  This will work for both unary and binary operators, but only the latter are 
considered in this project. 
 
Here's an example of how the stack would be used to evaluate the expression: 101 100 + 1101 * 
 
Input token: 101 100 + 1101 *
 
Stack: 

101 100 1001 1101 1110101
101 1001
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Postfix expression may, in general, contain grouping symbols like parentheses.  However, they are unnecessary since any 
algebraic expression may be expressed in postfix form without such grouping.  For example, the expression above performs 
the addition before the multiplication, effectively grouping the first two operands.  To perform the multiplication first, we 
would simply write: 101 100 1101 * +.  Grouping symbols will not be used in the test data for this project. 
The expression given above would be evaluated as: 
 
Input token: 101 100 1101 * +
 
Stack: 

101 100 1101 110100 111001
101 100 101

101
 
This technique may be used to evaluate any postfix expression, no matter the operand types, so long as the specified 
operations can be performed on the operands.  (So, it is tempting to also make the Calculator a template since it could then 
be used to evaluate arithmetic expressions in any base, or even do polynomial arithmetic.  That is just an observation, not a 
requirement for this project.) 
 
Note that invalid postfix expressions can also occur.  For example, "101 + 100" is not valid postfix since the + operator 
requires two operands and only one has been supplied before the + operator is reached.  Likewise, the following expression 
is invalid because it contains an extra operand: "101 100 111 +".  Your calculator implementation should be able to 
detect invalid expressions and indicate an error has occurred. 
 
 
Input Script and Log File 
 
The input script will contain comment lines and expression lines.  The comment lines will begin with a semicolon character.  
An expression line will consist of a postfix expression followed by an = operator.  The operands and operator symbols will 
be tab-separated.  Here's a sample: 
 

; Postfix binary expressions:
;
101 100 + 1101 * =
;
1000 100 10 1 + + + =
; Bad one:
101 100 + * =
;
101 101 + 101 * =

 
The program will write a log file containing a complete record of the actions performed during processing of the script file.   
The log file should begin with the name of the programmer and the names of the input and output files involved in the 
current execution.   
 
After that, an entry must be logged for each scripted expression.  Each expression must be echoed, along with a sequence 
number as in the first project.  Following each echoed expression, log the computed value on a separate line.  For invalid 
expressions, log an error message.  The exact contents and formatting are up to you, but the logged messages must be 
precise and informative.  The output relating to each command must be formatted so that it is easy to distinguish one 
command from another. 
 
In order to make reading the results easier, the expression values must be written so that the individual "nibbles" are 
separated:  11 0101 0110 0111.  (This is trivial if you just build it into an overloaded insertion operator.)  Whether 
you write the operands in the echoed expression this way is entirely up to you. 
 
Additional sample initialization and script and log files will be posted on the course website. 
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Program execution: 
 
The name of your program executable is up to you… for this discussion we assume it is calc.exe.   Your program must 
accept two command-line parameters when it is executed: 
 

calc <script file name> <log file name>
 
The file names will simply be strings.  The first file must already exist when the program is executed.  The program will 
create the second file, overwriting any existing file (in the current directory) with that name.  You should check for the 
existence of the script file on program startup and issue an appropriate error message if it is missing. 
 
 
Programming Standards: 
 
The GTAs will be carefully evaluating your source code on this assignment for programming style, so you should observe 
good practice.  See the Programming Standards page on the course website for specific requirements that should be 
observed in this course. 
 
 
Evaluation: 
  
Shortly before the due date for the project, we will announce which TA will be grading your project.  You will schedule a 
demo with your assigned TA. The procedure for scheduling your demo will be announced later.  At the demo, you will 
perform a build, and run your program on the test data, which we will provide to the TAs.  The TA will evaluate the 
correctness of your results.  In addition, the TA will evaluate your project for good internal documentation and software 
engineering practice. 
 
Note that the evaluation of your project will depend substantially on the quality of your code and documentation. 
 
 
Submitting your program: 
 
You will submit this assignment to the Curator System (read the Student Guide), but it will not be graded automatically.  
Instructions for submitting are contained in the Student Guide. 
 
You will be allowed up to five submissions for this assignment.  Test your program thoroughly before submitting it.  Make 
sure that your program produces correct results for every sample data set posted on the course website.  You should also 
construct your own test data. 
 
The Student Guide can be found at:  http://ei.cs.vt.edu/~eags/Curator.html 
 
The submission client can be found at: http://eags.cs.vt.edu:8080/curator/ 
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Pledge: 
 
Each of your program submissions must be pledged to conform to the Honor Code requirements for this course.  
Specifically, you must include the following pledge statement in the header comment for your program: 
 

// On my honor:
//
// - I have not discussed the C++ language code in my program with
// anyone other than my instructor or the teaching assistants
// assigned to this course.
//
// - I have not used C++ language code obtained from another student,
// or any other unauthorized source, either modified or unmodified.
//
// - If any C++ language code or documentation used in my program
// was obtained from another source, such as a text book or course
// notes, that has been clearly noted with a proper citation in
// the comments of my program.
//
// - I have not designed this program in such a way as to defeat or
// interfere with the normal operation of the Curator System.
//
// <Student Name>

 
Failure to include this pledge in a submission is a violation of the VT Honor Code. 

  
 


